cancer staging, developed the first intensive care unit in Canada, and performed key experimental studies in tracheal surgery, enabling the development of advanced tracheal resection for benign and malignant disease. He developed innovative procedures that came to bear his name in tracheal surgery (the Pearson Operation for crico-tracheal resection and reconstruction) and in esophageal reflux surgery (the Collis-Belsey operation). His pioneering leadership and early research on airway surgery set the stage for the team that he assembled in Toronto to ultimately achieve the first successful lung transplant in the world.
Above all, Griff was a wonderful teacher with a unique clarity of thought and speech and an outstanding ability to convey his message clearly. Griff had a natural curiosity and willingness to learn new things that were infectious. He was generous with his time and gave it enthusiastically to his students, who came from all over the world to learn from this master surgeon. A true gentleman, he treated all of his students and colleagues with great respect and always remembered names, making each person feel important. Every surgeon who trained with Griff would one day ask, when faced with a difficult situation, ''What would Griff do here?'' to find the answer. Each will fondly remember his famous invocations: ''Jeeesus Christ!'' and ''Lord love a duck!'' at critical moments in Griff's operating room.
Griff loved to spend time at his cabin near Mansfield, Ontario, north of Toronto. He enjoyed the outdoors, marveled at nature, and was an avid fisherman. He enjoyed time with his family tremendously and with his ''second family''-his residents and thoracic surgeon colleagues. He is responsible for building the careers of many of the world's leading thoracic surgeons.
Griff Pearson has 3 children from his first marriage to Eva Pearson: Niels, Liz, and Jenny Pearson. He remarried and spent the second half of his life with Hilppa Pearson, who has a daughter from her first marriage, Nina Schafrick. Hilppa and all the children were at his side until the end.
Dr Griff was a brave master surgeon, teacher, and friend to many. He positively touched the lives of all those he encountered, truly defining the specialty and changing the world. His talent, wonderful bedside manner, innate curiosity, and innovative spirit were an inspiration to us all.
